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Is There A Crisis in Middle East Academic Publishing?
The View from a History Journal Editor
MICHAEL C. GROSSBERG
I would like to begin by addressing the central ques-
tion placed before me at last fall’s Middle East Studies
Association meeting:  “Is there a crisis in Middle East
Academic Publishing?”  As the editor of  a flagship dis-
ciplinary journal I know the answer I am supposed to
give:  Yes!  I know as well that should acknowledge that
my journal is part of  the problem.  And I know why:
The American Historical Review (AHR) does not publish
enough articles in the field.  Nor do we publish enough
book reviews, and those we do publish are always of  the
wrong books.  In short, we are guilty of  marginalizing
an important body of  scholarship and thus helping pro-
voke this crisis.
I know the required response because those are the
same complaints that I have heard from Latin Ameri-
canists, Africanists, Asianists, Eastern Europeanists,
Medievalists, Ancient historians, political historians,
military historians, diplomatic historians and many other
groups of  specialists in my discipline.  Indeed when I
became editor of  the AHR seven years ago perhaps the
one point of  agreement among these disparate special-
ists was that the journal should properly be called the
“NATO Historical Review” because it primarily pub-
lished work in history of  Western Europe and North
America.  And, I will acknowledge, there is some truth
in the complaints.
But instead of  simply issuing a mea culpa, I want to ar-
gue that this is a time of  opportunity for publishing
Middle East scholarship as much as it is a time of  crisis.
I want to do so by discussing some of  the general chal-
lenges facing scholarly journals and then some specific
ones confronting a general or flagship journal such as
the AHR.
A Foundational Moment
I want to begin by identifying the significance of  this
moment in time in scholarly communication.  I am con-
vinced that this is a foundational moment for scholarly
journals.  Interrelated, indeed reciprocal, intellectual,
market, and technological changes are transforming the
way that we construct, review, and produce scholarship
in our journals.  These fundamental changes are pro-
ducing problems, but also opportunities. Two examples
illustrate that point.
The first comes from another scholarly crisis of  our
time, the decline of  the basic medium of  scholarly
communication in the humanities and some of  the so-
cial sciences – the monograph.  The situation is dire.
There are dwindling numbers of  monographs being
published, dwindling press runs of  those that are pub-
lished, and dwindling purchases being made, especially
by libraries that, in turn, face budget cuts yet also mas-
sive increases in science journal costs and rising de-
mands for new services.  Nevertheless, monographic
scholarship remains critical to scholarly development in
many disciplines.  Indeed in some ways it is both the
best and worst of  times.  For example, the global com-
munity of  historians has produced the richest under-
standing of  past that we have ever had, including critical
new work on the history of  the Middle East.  Yet pub-
lishing that scholarship is increasingly difficult for mar-
ket not intellectual reasons.  Malcolm Litchfield, the Di-
rector of  Ohio State University Press, has responded to
this crisis between market and intellectual control of
scholarly communication by raising two questions:
"Could it be that backing away from the market model
would be to everyone's advantage?  Might it be possible
to rescue the marketplace of  ideas from the commercial
marketplace?"1  Our answer to both questions must be
yes, but we must also explain how?
One explanation reveals the foundational challenges
facing journals.  The American Historical Association
(AHA) has recently conducted a comprehensive study
of  doctoral training in history.  Its forthcoming report
will question whether the monograph standard should
continue to govern our scholarship and our decisions
about tenure and promotion.  The report will also ques-
tion whether we should continue to rely on an economi-
cally troubled industry – university and commercial
presses – that by its own admission cannot publish
books on the basis of  scholarly merit alone.  Finally it
will contend that too many books are published that
instead should have been converted into journal articles
or monographs of  more middling length.  In fact, the
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report will recommend that the AHA launch a new
genre of  refereed, subscription-supported scholarly
works that would be longer than articles but shorter
then conventional monographs [70-120 pages].  The
report urges that priority in this new form of  historical
scholarship should be given to studies that are intellec-
tually important but not commercially viable, including
market marginalized fields like Middle East history.
And, to return to the subject of  these comments, it rec-
ommends that the AHR should be the primary pub-
lisher of  this new form of  scholarship.  That recom-
mendation coincides with related arguments that articles
should be given a new importance in humanities schol-
arship and given the same the intellectual and discipli-
nary significance that they have in many of  the social
sciences.  And in a similar fashion, others have sug-
gested that journal articles are particularly appropriate
sites for experiments in electronic publication.
Developments like these suggest the foundational
consequences of  current changes in scholarly communi-
cation for journals as producers of  scholarship.  They
also help explain the emergence of  calls to create a new
authoritative role for journals as primary instruments for
saving fields and scholars marginalized by the market.
And, in turn, such changes can create new opportunities
for publishing in field like the Middle East.
So too can a second example of  foundational changes
affecting journals, the advent of  electronic publication.
One history journal editor has put the situation starkly:
“Scholarly journals that do not respond creatively to the
online environment will become a fringe technology, a
curiosity.  They will no longer have value to add to pro-
fessional discourse.”2  I agree.  Journals such as the
AHR must enter cyberspace to continue to perform
their basic disciplinary missions.  And, for instance, as
the editor of  the AHR I have responded to this foun-
dational challenge by helping create the first non-profit,
disciplinary electronic publication organization:  The
History Cooperative.  Our intent is to make the Coop a
central site for the production and dissemination of
historical scholarship by adding journals that represent a
range of  historical fields and methods and by adding
other forms of  history to the site such as primary
sources and conference proceedings.  The site can be
surveyed at: [http://www.historycooperative.org/].
The consequences of  taking a journal online have
been significant.  It means that we now produce two
journals, one print and one electronic.  The two are
gradually diverging because the AHR contains materials
that cannot be replicated on a printed page.  Electronic
publication has also compelled us to create new forms
of  scholarship, peer review, and editing.  And it has also
compelled us to expand our conception of  the journal’s
readership because of  the expansive audience for elec-
tronic communication.  Developments like these dem-
onstrate how the electronic future poses a set of  intri-
cate and interlocking issues, questions and challenges
that go to the heart of  journals as a form of  scholarly
communication.  They must be addressed by all journal
editors and by all of  us who read and write for journals.
Most significantly for these comments, the foundational
nature of  this moment in journal publishing creates the
opportunity to revise the way we use and produce arti-
cles and reviews.  It is an opportunity that opens up new
publishing possibilities for fields excluded or marginal-
ized in the previous journal publication regime such as
the Middle East.
Reaching Out to Marginalized Fields
The second issue I want to address is the marginiali-
zation of  a particular scholarly field by a particular jour-
nal.  I should begin with my perspective on the issue of
specialization and journal publication.  I am the first
Americanist to edit the AHR since its founder, who left
office in 1928.  During the intervening years the journal
was generally considered a European enclave, all of  its
editors were Europeanists.  I made breaking that field
hegemony a central goal of  my editorship.  I did so be-
cause it is clear to me that this is a moment in time
when the intellectual diversity of  our discipline chal-
lenges the Eurocentricism that has dominated it for far
too long.  It is equally clear that this challenge must be
taken up in the pages of  a flagship journal such as the
AHR, which has as its primary mission speaking across
disciplinary specialties by publishing articles that address
theoretical, methodological, and substantive issues of
concern to all historians.  Equally important, a journal
like the AHR can take up this challenge because it does
not operate under the same market constraints as
monograph publishers.
In trying to expand the intellectual range of  the
AHR, I have learned that disciplinary marginalization
comes in many forms.  Indeed, as I noted at the outset,
the fragmentation of  history has bred feelings of  mar-
ginalization among almost all groups of  historians.
Now even Western European historians argue that they
are marginalized by the rise of  fields like World History.3
However, my tenure at the AHR has led me to conclude
that the lack of  engagement with the full geographic
and temporal dimensions of  the past are the most criti-
cal forms of  disciplinary marginalization in history.
Studies of  the world outside of  North America and
Western Europe and of  times before the late eighteenth
century are the most neglected forms of  historical
scholarship today.  Obviously the Middle East falls into
both categories.  Critically, the marginalization of  this
scholarship has been institutionalized to such a degree
that a journal such as the AHR simply does not receive
many article submissions or reviewable books in fields
like Middle East history.
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However, I have also learned that confronting these
problems raise critical issues of  disciplinary power ex-
pressed in terms of  field hierarchies and customary
practices.  It also means trying to change the percep-
tions of  a journal held by many scholars and presses.
And thus the challenge of  publishing work on past pasts
and various parts of  the world poses fundamental ques-
tions about the value historians place on fields margi-
nalized by the academic marketplace and by our cur-
riculums.  Consequently, despite my intentions, making
the AHR a primary medium for publishing the full geo-
graphic and temporal range of  contemporary historical
scholarship has been very difficult.
Nevertheless, the editors of  the AHR and I have
tried to achieve this goal in a number of  ways.  We have
actively solicited article manuscripts and books for re-
view in under-represented fields of  study.   And we have
tried to broaden the scope of  the journal’s articles by
combing through annual meeting programs of  various
historical organizations looking for papers that could be
converted into articles.  We have tried to enlarge scope
of  book reviews by establishing new relationships with
publishers of  book on subjects ignored by the journal in
the past, and by surveying the book review sections of
specialized journals for important works that have not
been sent to us.  And we made structural changes in the
journal, most notably a reclassification of  the AHR’s
book review section.  The new system tries to address
the spatial and temporal dimensions of  current scholar-
ship more effectively.  It is purposefully less Eurocentric
and contains new trans-disciplinary categories such as
Methods/Theory and Comparative/World.
Our greatest successes have been in Asian and Latin
American history.  We have had less success with the
Middle East, but we are trying similar tactics.  And we
have devised new approaches, such as adding members
to the journal’s Board of  Editors with specialties in un-
der-represented fields and hiring specialists to help lo-
cate reviewable books in those fields.
As a result of  these various efforts, I have learned
that tackling the   marginalization of  scholarly fields by
journals poses a dual challenge.  First, publishing work
that represents the full temporal and spatial realities of
the past confronts the entrenched power of  specializa-
tion itself.  The reality of  its sway was evident in re-
sponses to a readership survey by the Journal of  American
History.  When asked, “What do you like most about the
journal?” most respondents replied:  “Cutting edge-
work in my own specialty!”  But then when asked,
“What do you like least?” they said:  “Cutting edge-work
in other specialties!”  These reactions reveal in stark
form the problem of  promoting general, cross-
disciplinary work.  Second, tackling the problem of  the
marginalization of  fields in scholarly publishing also
means challenging those excluded to join the struggle.
The obvious point must be made:  a journal cannot
publish what it does not receive. Thus overcoming field
marginalization in history requires, in part, that histori-
ans of  the Middle East send journals such as the AHR
their article manuscripts and books. I realize, perhaps
more than most scholars, the difficulties of  crafting
scholarship that speaks to those who study other times
and places.  But I am convinced that marginalization will
be overcome only when scholars demonstrate their
willingness to engage those outside of  their specialties.
In the end, I would say that during my term as editor the
AHR has followed a “Field of  Dreams” approach to the
problem of  disciplinary marginalization:  We have tried to
rebuild the AHR and so historians like those in MESA will
come.  We are waiting for them to do so.
Conclusion
I want to conclude these comments by reiterating my
basic point:  as a journal editor I think this is a time of
opportunity not just crisis for the publication of  Middle
East scholarship.  There are opportunities for publishing
Middle East scholarship in journals such as the AHR
because they are not as market driven as presses, they do
not have intellectual quotas on books or articles, and
journal articles themselves may well be increasing in
importance in many humanities and social science disci-
plines.  So now is the time to tackle this critical issue.
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